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Abstract
While there is evidence of the benefits of music for health and wellness, current US clinical practice does not commonly incorporate arts-based interventions, one drawback of which appears to be limited communication among practitioners within the arts, sciences, and health professions fields. This article shares a story of a 2-year multidisciplinary music in medicine program that aims to inspire joy and connection among people with dementia through interactive, creative musical experiences. The authors discuss the program from conception to pilot, canvass adaptations made to adhere to COVID-19 protocols, illuminate common themes of flexibility and curiosity, and share cross-campus, multidisciplinary collaboration experiences that guided the work.

Benefits of Music
Research demonstrates that participatory arts can enhance older adults’ mood, enjoyment, memory, and overall well-being. Music making inherently builds community, serves as an emotional and social outlet, and provides a space for creative expression. Unlike recorded music, live interactive music provides auditory, visual, and tactile-kinesthetic stimulation. More specifically, the sensory stimulation from music making has been shown to improve overall mood and sense of well-being in people with dementia (PWD). Dowlen et al have shown that participatory music has 4 key benefits for PWD: taking part, being connected, affirming identity, and immersion “in the moment.”
Informed by application of Dowlen et al’s research and models throughout the United Kingdom, Europe, and the United States, the music in medicine program, Nebraska HeartBeats, at the University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC), founded in 2019, provides participant-centered, collaborative music interventions that inspire joy, reminiscing, and memory sharing through music making. In what follows, we present our motivation for developing this program as well as our experience in piloting the program with nursing home residents during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Program Planning
The Nebraska HeartBeats program curriculum at UNMC was developed by the Nebraska HeartBeats team—a group of experts from the fields of music, neuroscience, geriatric
psychiatry, dementia care, and music therapy—who teach, provide care, and conduct research. The program was later piloted at a regional memory care facility. The team selected musical genres and songs based on research that demonstrates that the musical memory of PWD remains relatively unaffected at all stages of dementia and that remote memories are more easily accessed by PWD than recent memories.\textsuperscript{19} In this way, a beloved song from a person’s youth can transport a person to a familiar place, eliciting happy or comforting thoughts. Musical selections, arranged for string quartet, were chosen to reflect popular music from the 1950s to the 1980s, or music that PWD would have enjoyed in their 20s or 30s.

Curricular goals for participants include making music in a variety of ways, engaging in meaningful ways with each other through musical collaboration, reminiscing, and sharing memories. The flexible in-person curriculum is adapted based on participant dementia stage (eg, mild, moderate, or severe) and offers music participation options that range from passive listening to active engagement, including music making with hand-held percussion instruments, improvisation, composition, singing, call and response, and dancing. The program thus provides a variety of engagement opportunities for PWD, many of whom experience a loss of confidence in themselves and their abilities as their disease progresses.

**Modifications to the Program During COVID-19**

Due to COVID-19, the in-person pilot scheduled for fall 2020 was postponed, and the Nebraska HeartBeats team, of which we are a part, felt a heightened sense of urgency to provide PWD with programming that adhered to COVID-19 protocols recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that included social distancing. During this time, PWD were negatively impacted by public health measures meant to protect them and experienced a loss of human connection and everyday social rhythms,\textsuperscript{20} which may have accelerated their mental and physical decline. According to the Alzheimer’s Association, there were an estimated 42 000 more deaths from Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias in 2020 compared with the 5-year average from 2015 to 2019, representing a 16\% increase in deaths attributable to Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias in 2020.\textsuperscript{21} Given the disproportionate and dangerous impact the COVID-19 pandemic was having on this vulnerable population, we worked to provide virtual programming that includes stimulation, engagement, connection, and socialization.

In spring 2021, the team modified the program to comply with COVID-19 protocols and implemented a virtual pilot with the following goals:

1. Improve the quality of life of PWD by providing a safe, supportive space to engage emotionally, socially, and musically.
2. Contribute to research on music and dementia care by adding to the literature on why music has a positive effect on the well-being of PWD.\textsuperscript{6} Additionally, little research exists on the efficacy of virtual music interventions.\textsuperscript{22,23}
3. Develop a best-practice model for musicians, arts organizations, and educational institutions to implement their own music in medicine programming.

**Pilot**

Team members who are part of the University of Nebraska at Omaha Maverick Quartet used televisual technology (ie, Zoom), unmuted with video on, with 10 residents from a memory care facility. Participants, assisted by staff, remained muted but participated by watching and listening to the Zoom session of the quartet. Each of the 6, 30-minute...
sessions began with quartet introductions followed by instrument introductions for participants (all of whom have an instrument pack with 6 unique instruments). Next, quartet members took turns guiding participants through 5 unique song cycles that included a song introduction, instrument demonstration, instrument modeling, participant instrument practice, and a performance of the song by the quartet while participants listened and took part with percussion instruments.

Seeking to understand the effects of loneliness and agitation among participants who engaged virtually in the program, we used the following for baseline measurements: the UCLA Loneliness Scale,24 the Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inventory,25 the Montreal Cognitive Assessment,26 and the Delis Kaplan Executive Function System Verbal Fluency Test.27 The outcome of the interventions was assessed using the Observed Emotion Rating Scale.28 Preliminary findings indicated that delivery of the music program was feasible for memory care residents. Residents were able to participate in the musical intervention delivered virtually, although there were challenges.

During the past 2 years, we faced and overcame challenges, including a lack of support staff, communication lapses, and limited campus infrastructure to facilitate and nurture cross-campus collaboration. Cross-campus collaboration would not have been possible without mentorship support and funding. Additionally, collaboration enabled us to gain valuable insight and knowledge about disciplines outside our areas of expertise. Currently, we seek funds to support continued virtual programming.

Authors’ Perspectives

MARY PERKINSON: As an artist, I’ve worked in the arts and health field for over a decade and care deeply about artist citizenry, or moving beyond the concert stage to contribute to human well-being and flourishing through reflective, empathetic, and intentional engagement with community partners.29,30 This program allows us team members to contribute in meaningful, informed, and collaborative ways during a frightening and uncertain time while leveraging our expertise to contribute to research we could not pursue on our own. Mutual curiosity and flexibility contribute to the success of this collaboration.

VAISHALI PHATAK: Prescription of empirically validated treatments for conditions such as memory disorders, depression, or anxiety is the cornerstone of medical practice to protect individuals from ineffective care. Unfortunately, the current state of medicine still leaves PWD and their families facing an increased social cost. In the face of increased risk of social isolation and caregiver burden, there is an opportunity to bridge the gap by combining arts and science. Music is an important aspect of cultural experience as well as of every person’s unique life story. Offering patients and families not just “traditional” medical prescriptions but the therapeutic benefits of music via research is an opportunity to provide greater personalized care.

MEGHAN RAMIREZ: Growing up in a home where music was ever present, it was heartbreaking for my family to know that my sister, who was born deaf, would never know music the way my family did. During one of my sister’s school concerts, however, I learned to experience music in a new way. Before the concert began, hearing people were given ear plugs and informed that there would be loud music. My sister proceeded to sign the lyrics to Fight Song by Rachel Platten and did not miss a single word because she could feel the music. The therapeutic benefits of music became clear to me growing up with a sister who is deaf. As a first year PhD student in neuroscience, I was excited to
be a part of a program that brings neuroscience research and music together and seeks to share the therapeutic benefits of music with an underserved population.

Conclusion
From conception to pilot, the Nebraska HeartBeats team worked collaboratively to complete a successful multidisciplinary research study. We gained new skills and knowledge outside our respective disciplines and engaged in a symbiotic relationship of give and take, listen and learn. Additionally, the team adapted to pandemic restrictions to create a pilot that adhered to COVID-19 protocols. In sum, we leveraged our cross-campus expertise to contribute in meaningful ways to the lives of PWD during a critical time.
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